Title word cross-reference

# [dCJL06].  #15 [KS01].

$29.99$ [Tra08].  $39.99$ [Sau08].  
<username> [KAKM05].  $\pi$ [MO06, Oqu04a, Oqu04b, Oqu04c, Oqu06b, Oqu06a].

- AAL [MO06].  - ADL [Oqu04a, Oqu06b].
- ARL [Oqu04b, Oqu04c].  - calculus [Oqu04a].  - Method [Oqu06a].

0 [Bea05, Ber06a, Ber06b, Ber06c, Bre06, Che05a, Che05e, Che05c, Che05d, Els06a, Els06b, FV09a, Fen06, Fen07, Fra05, Law06, Law05, Mar05b, Pet06, Sau05b, Sau05c, Sau06a, Sau06b, Sau06c, Sch06c, Sch06d, Sch06e, Sch06f, WW05a, WW05b, WW06].

1
0-521-68761-6 [FV09b]. 0-521-77477-2
[Pet06]. 0-521-785197 [Che05f].
0-521-81733-1 [Ber06b]. 0-521-84347-2
[Sch06f]. 0-521-89308-9 [Che05e].
0-7356-1965-4 [Che05d]. 0-7506-6507-6
[Ber06a]. 0-932633-45-5 [Mar05b].
0-932633-46-3 [Sau06c]. 0-932633-59-5
[Sch06e]. 0-932633-62-5 [Ba05a].
0-932633-64-1 [Sau06b]. '08 [WWB09].

1 [Ano00b, Ber06b, Sau05d, Sau06b, Tra06a].
1-4020-7869-2 [Tra06a]. 1-4184-9387-2
[Sau05d]. 1-4184-9388-0 [Sau05d]. 1984
[Ano07d]. 1993 [Ano07e]. 1st
[CHR04, FFvdH01, GFF+08].

2 [Ber06c, Bre06, Pet06, Sau05c, Sau05d,
Sau06a, Sch06f, Tra06a]. 2-dimensional
[XN09]. 2000 [Con00, Sau04b]. 2001
[BOR02, Ano07b]. 2002
[Ano07c, Bau04, Enc02, Sau04a, WW04a].
2003 [BM04a, BM04b, BM05a, BM05c,
BM05d, Fra04a, Har04, Law04a, Law04c,
Pen04, Sau04e, Tra04e, Tra04f].
2004 [BM04c, CGL+04, EL04, Fra04b,
PSS04, Sau04c, Sau04d, Tra04d, WW04b].
2005 [Ano05a, BM05b, BM06, Ba05a,
BK05b, GCL+05a, Gl06, PA05, Tra04c].
2006 [BM07a, BM07b, GGR+06, Tra06b].
2007 [BB07b, CEHK07]. 2009
[BFZ+09, BB09, CPK09]. 21st
[Ale02, Rho02]. 22nd [KS01]. 23rd [KS02].
251pp. [Gve09b]. 295pp. [Gve09a]. 2nd
[Che05f, DK09, Sau05d, Sau09a, EC01,
Kim02, PSS05].

3 [Law05, Sau06c]. 3-540-70551-1 [Ebe09].
334 [BM09a]. 3rd [Che05g, RPSS06].

4 [Che05d]. 403 [Hei09a]. 432 [BM08c]. 471
[BM08b]. 4th [BE05, CSSW01, DMS09,
FFHL05, MZ01, PSSS07, WWB09].

5 [Bea05, Mar05b, Sch06e, WW05b]. 503
[Hei09b]. 5th [FFH+05, PRRW04, WGM06].
6 [Ber06a, Fen07, Fra05]. 6th [CSSW04].
7 [Che05a, Els06b, FV09a]. 7-year
[WLCP09]. 7th [Con00].

8 [Che05c, Sau05b, Sch06d, WW05a, WW06].
8th [AG01].

9 [Che05e, Els06a, Fen06].
978-0-393-79750-3 [Sau09a].
978-0-470-1763-6 [Gve09a].
978-0-471-76867-8 [BM08c].
978-0-521-69031-7 [Cho09].
978-0-521-72596-5 [Gve09b].
978-0-521-88038 [FV09a].
978-0-521-88069-5 [Sch09a].
978-0-0470-41029-3 [Hei09b].
978-0-470-14707-8 [BM09a].
978-0-521-71770-0 [Hei09a].
978-3-527-40758-3 [Sau09b].
987-0-521-87012-2 [Cho09]. 9th [CLS02].

A-MOST [DJP05]. AAL [MO06]. Aaron
[Law05]. Abran [BM09a]. Abstract
[Sch00b, CGS04, Cla00b, Di00a, GGSV02,
NFH05, Pin00, Wit00, Har04]. Abstraction
[KH06, Bas08, CRH01]. abstractions
[LS06, SHB05]. abstracts [ACM05a,
ACMO4b, ACM04a, ACM04d, ACM06a].
Abu [Hen09a]. Academic [Tra06a].
Academy [Win05d]. Accelerated [Fra01].
Accelerating [OOOiM05]. acceptance
[US05]. access [Bow05, HCGGXF00,
HFH00, NC04, RDS05, VPDJ05, Zir06].
accreditation [LGA05]. Accumulation
[CM05a]. Accumulative [YMI00].
accuracy [CMPB05]. ACE [Gup00].
Achieve [Tra04c]. Achieving
[RMHL06, GZ05b]. ACID [Rom01]. ACM
[Coo01b, Coo01a, DT06, Not07a, Not07b,
Not07c, Not08a, Not08b, Omi01, Tra04c].
Acme [Ano00a]. AcmeStudio [Ano00a]. ACoM'07 [GGH+07]. acquisition [CCHS09, HFA+01, KY09, Sha02]. across [CSR06, KLS06]. ACT [Sch00a, NSA09]. ACT-ONE [NSAK09]. action [Fra02b]. actions [Rom01, Sch05c, TGSP05]. Active [BRH04, CYD00, YFR00, ZXZ01]. ActiveAspect [CM05b]. ActiveScaold [STB08]. activities [EH04, ZE00]. activity [Die07a, SM09a]. acts [dDLS02]. Ad [RM00b, JR02]. Adam [Sau05b]. adaptability [GB09, LE04]. adaptable [Hei00]. Adaptation [Sch00a, BK05a, FCSM05, GB09, MHB05, YYX06, YXP09, ZC05]. adaptations [DDMW05]. Adapting [DH00, LR01a]. Adaptive [ABNR05, DPT05, GFB05, LdSJR07, COWL02, GvdHT05, JAPM05, Lie00, MM09b, Wan05]. add [MN05, Win06b]. added [Dan01]. Addison [Bea04, Bea05, BM04a, BM05b, BM05d, BM07b, Bre06, Che05b, Fen06, Fra04b, Fra04h, Law04c, Law05, Pen04, Sau04c, Sau05c, Sau08, Sch06c, Tra04f, Tra08, WW04a, WW05a, WW05b, WW06]. Addison-Wesley [Bea04, BM07b, Bre06, Fen06, Fra04a, Fra04b, Sau04c, Sau05c, Tra04f, Tra08, WW05a, WW05b, WW06]. adjustment [AE05b]. ADL [Bra01, Oqu04a, Oqu06b]. Admission [Vog02a]. adoption [AR00, Cat09]. adoptions [PGL+05]. Advanced [Boy02a, BH05, Pen01, Rom08]. Advances [CHR04, DJP05, PPV09, FLMW09]. advice [KFG04, Pen03a]. aerial [Jin07]. affecting [Gil05, KM05a, SMC05b]. AFIS [Zir07]. after [OLHL02]. again [Sau05a]. against [MP05]. AGEDIS [HN04]. Agent [GCL+05a, HS05, KGS09, Pan00, RM06a, BG09, BC05a, CGL+04, DL05, Fas05, GCL+05b, GGR+06, GFB05, JR05a, Kei05, KG05, LMSF04, Lu04, Min05, OACL05, RM06b, SHR05, TTOH01, TKA05, YYX06]. agent-based [BG09]. Agent-oriented [HS05, Pan00]. agents [ADD04, BG09, KWD05]. aggregation [CCWS02]. Agile [GMAC09, CBB+07, CMV+08, DGN05, HD07, LC05, NDG05, Pen04, Sil09, WLC09, Che05a]. Agility [Bea05]. ahead [FBC06, GLB04]. Ahern [Law05]. aid [KD00]. aided [Atu00, Hen00]. aiming [WK05]. air [MDC04]. Ákos [Sau04a]. Alain [BM09a]. Alan [Sau06b]. Albert [Hen09a]. algebra [Gog00]. algebraic [KJ05, RC01]. algebraas [BCD00]. algorithm [LPH06, Nau02, SGAY09, TG06]. Algorithms [BE05, GK05a, WGM06, ASCP05a, BBM07b, BBG+09, Law01b, PE04, Zir07]. All-Seeing [Ano00b]. Allen [Bea04, Gve09b]. allocation [Amr05]. also [Cho90]. alternative [BA00, NC00]. Ambler [Che05a, Che05f, Che05g]. Amman [FV09a]. amongst [CSTM06]. analyses [CHC05, Fe00, MRR02, Nau03]. analysing [PV06]. Analysis [EK01a, EL04, KWB05, KG05, Mar05b, Mor03, FTV01, Pin00, PA05, Rob05c, Tai00, Wan00, ASCP05c, Amm00, AMN+06, Ano00b, Ano05b, Bas07, BM04c, BGK+00, BM00b, BME+08, BPSH05, Bow05, Boy01a, BCD06, BLS02, BC02, Che00, CKG06, Coo00, DSRJ04, DL04, DADY04, DPP05, Egy04, FV09b, FSN05, GL00, Gun00, H005, HYD06, Hen08a, HP00, HSP06, IMP05, Jin07, KD00, KB05, KJ05, KM06d, Lar06, Law01b, Lee09, LARS00, LHP02, MSJ05, MSA+04, MP05, Mas05, MO06, Mem05, MPCH05, Mye06, NMS09, NC04, Not03, Off00, Pan00, PGL+05, PB05, PD06, Ram00a, RM06b, RSS+04, bReWGT+09, RSB04, RRU05, RKG04, RVR06, SK01a, SS09, Sce00, Sch08b, SK00, SGK09a, SS08, Sta00, Ste00, SMCH06, Sut05a, TG06, VTK02, VJ05, Vorg02b, W08]. analysis [YW04, ZYL04, ZLL04, Har04]. Analysis-based [Wan00]. analyst [HDS05]. analytical [MSC04]. analyze [Kei05].
Analyzer [Egy00]. Analyzing [Li02, SSG+05a, Bul00, Egy00, EKHK01, FBR05].
anarchy [Min05]. Anchoring [AE05b].
Andersen [LPH06]. Andrew [Che05e].
Andy [Tra04d]. Anger [Tra04c]. ANN [SBS09a].
Anna [Cho09]. anomalies [Fas04]. anti [Joh00b]. anti-measurement [Joh00b].
anticipate [NPSS01]. Anticipatory [PSPS05].
antipatterns [BPSH05, Lon01]. Antonio [Sch09a].
any [dDLS02]. AOSD [CEHK07].
AOSQUAMO [KGK09]. API [DFMS09, Per06]. APIs [dSRC+04].
appliances [Mar04]. Application [BBM07a, FFH+05, GLM+05, SKM09, ASD03, BB07a, BH05, BJL+05, Kei05, LR01a, LSK+05, MG00, Ram00b, SSG+05a, SS05, TTOH01, Tan01, WSH05, YMI00, BM04c]. Applications [Car07, CHR04, ASCP05a, Ana02, BMSS09, BME+08, BPSH05, CCN+05, CDF+00, DFW04, EV05, IT01, Jah01, MP05, MN05, MHB05, NC04, OG05b, PPS05, RDS05, RM00b, RM04b, SHB05, SN05, Sta01, SCT04, ST00, Swi00, XXJ05].
applied [CMV+08, Lak05, Rie05]. Applying [HK0+05, LTS07, Sut05a, Die06b, LMSF04].
Approach [Sau06e, ASK04, BTA06, BMK+05, BBHK04, BBW05, BS00, BS01, BMSS09, CEM02, CC05, CdBOT05, DS05, DL05, Ehr05, FCSM05, GSV05, GR06, Ham05, HB05a, Jan01, KY09, KSWR06, KSM06, LKS00, LMSF04, LLT05, LvdBC00, MMOvD05, MB05, Mei00, MLG05, NR00b, Ned00, OACL05, PJO5, RM01, RC01, RM06a, RTD05, RM04b, SNEC06, SSM05, SABS05, SKG08, Smi00, Wen01, YYX06, ZGL05, ZD05, BM05a, BM07a, Sau05c, Sau09a, Fra04a]. Approaches [DS06, Ell07, KCM05, MBP00R01, Ric00a].
approxi mation [Mei04]. Approximations [Fas04]. apps [Win09a]. April [BM09a].
Arabica [TR00a]. Architecting [dLGR05, dLR05, BM00a, Far06, Tra04d].
Architectural [AKL+07, CEHK07, GvdHT05, LA06, LFW02, SN05, Sta00, WSH05, XGY02, dB06, AAAG+05, ANGR05, Ano00b, ALK09, BMMG05, BCD00, CNPD06, DDMW05, DYC+05, GBRS06, GWH05, IMP05, JS00, JME05, LM08, Min00, MT01, PM03, PSK09, RM04a, RTDR05, Ros01, SvdVD06, Ter04, WLF01, XZRA05].
Architecture [BB08a, BB09, CP09, KKS01, Oqu04a, AKF06, Aug09, BMK+05, BC05a, BD03, BM09b, BM06, CNS05, COWL02, DGP+01, GGH05a, Hua07, JR05a, JRD00, KJP05, LIT05, MO06, Mei00, MDR05, NPS01, Oqu04b, QXCMW05, Ran01, Ric00a, SBCO01, Smi00, TAI05, UCKM04, WK05, XYH04, YYX06].
architecture- [Ric00a]. architecture-based [KJP05, MDR05, QXCMW05, YYX06]. architecture-centric [Oqu06a]. Architectures [BK04, KS01, KS02, BB01, Bar05a, CK01, EAG+05, FBR05, FSN05, GMS01, MSR02, MO06, Oqu04a, Oqu04b, QXCMW05, Ran01, Ric00a, SBCO01, Smi00, TAI05, UCKM04, WK05, XYH04, YYX06].
Architecture-1 [Ano00b]. ARIES [HKK05].
Arithmetic [RRR05]. ARL [Oqu04b, Oqu04c]. ARM [XMP08]. arrays [YCP04]. art [AH01, Ber08, CCHS09, Sch09d, Stu05].
Arthorne [WW05b]. Articulating [SAM05]. artifacts [OYH04]. artificial [Ben00]. ASM [WH08]. ASM-based [WH08]. Aspect [CP09, KH01, AX06, BV08, DS06, GKK08, KY09, KFG04, KG09, KGK09, MMvD05, RSB04, SGS+05b]. Aspect-Oriented [CP09, KH01, AX06, GKK08, KG09, KGK09, RSB04, SGS+05b]. aspectC [CKFS01]. aspects [BK09, CP09, DB09, GBR06, KMM05,.
MO04, Tho01b, ZMC06, CEHK07].

assertion [CR06b, ZGL05]. Assessing [An00c, CCK04, KPCD00, Sil09].

Assessment [Rot04, Bar05b, LKS00, Lee09, MM09b, MB09, MBM09, SDF00, SGK09b, SKT05, Wen01, GGH07]. asset [SDF00].

assigned [BBHK04]. assisted [JS00, PC05b]. association [STB08].

Assume [BGP06]. Assume-guarantee [BGP06]. assurance [HB05a, SYC04, WDKM05, You00, ZTSG05, ZHG05, ACM05b]. ASTEC [MB05]. asynchronous [SMK09]. atomic [Rom01, Sch05c]. atomicity [FFQ04].

attack [GW05a]. attacks [BP05, HO05, MP05]. Attitude [Sau06c]. attributed [FLY03]. Auerbach [BM04c, BM05a, BM05c, Sau04e].

Augustine [Sau05c]. authentication [RG06]. author [ACM04c]. AuthorHouse [Sau05d]. authors [Jay06]. automata [BCVZ06, dAH01].

Automated [BOP00, CRL06, Dil06b, Eme00, GJJL00, GL00, Gun00, Mar01, Mei04, MPS00, PTV01, Raj06, Ste00, Var00, AX06, An00b, BS01, BJL05, BKM02, CSSW04, JM00, Ric00b, SSG05b, Say05, SSH05].

Automatic [CRH01, Cla00a, IT01, NEO02a, Rob05b, WML02, BRH04, Cle05, HBZ05, KLS00, Mar07, Sm00]. Automatically [Per06, LZ05a, SWC05].

Automating [DSR04, DLD04, Jac00, MTV02].

Automation [DMS09, AMS05, BM05c, Gre00, JC09, MK04]. Automotive [PIO05, PSS05, PSSS07, RPSS06, BKKS05, EAG05, FSN05, PSS04, WBH05].

Autonomic [GLM05, ST05b, BMK05, CCN05, GZ05b, KAKM05, LLMY05, LWZ05, MN05, SM05a, SL05, SM05b, WS05].

Availability [GWH05, HB05b]. available [Cho09, OYH04, ZRWS05]. avionics [Bra00]. avoid [Fra02a]. award [Bur00].

aware [DMNJ06, JR02, PSSP05, SM00, XC05, CC05]. awareness [SZZ05a].

B [BM05c, Gve09b, Ji07, San06a, NRSS09, Sca05]. Back [ACM03, ACM04a].

Backmatter [ACM05a, ACM04b, ACM04c, ACM04d]. backwards [XDS04].

backwards-compatible [XDS04]. bad [CS09]. Bader [Law04b]. Bakar [Hen09a].

Balancing [Bea05]. banking [NTS07].

Barr [Sau05b]. Barriers [Cat09, LCS05].

Barry [Bea05]. Bart [BM05d]. base [GL06, RN00]. Based [BB07b, CSSW01, CSSW04, CRS05, Mar05b, SKK01b, TLG01, ASKS04, ASK04, ANGR05, BV08, BNL05, Ban08, BG09, BLQ06, BM00a, Boe05a, BM02, Bra01, BCD06, BP05, BCV06, BK05b, CNPD06, Car00, CTZ02, Cle00, CdOB05, CLS02, DJP05, DeL05, DPP05, EK01a, ELC06, FFPT05, FMLW09, FK01, GBSO04, GKKW05, GG04a, GB08, GL06, GJL00, GK07, GR06, HCGGXF00, HFH00, HR06, HN04, Hie04, HB05a, Jah01, JB05, Ji07, Jol05, Kai00a, Kai00b, KS09c, KM09, KD07, KDKJ08a, KDKJ08b, KJP05, KBB05, KSWR06, KM06a, KSM06, Lak05, LKUM05, Li02, LCS05, LWZ05, LCL05, LTL05, LSK05, LYF05, Lu04, LR01b, MK01, Mao09, MM05d, Mar07, Mar01, MZY01, MB09, MBPR01, MDR05, NMS05, NC04, NS09, NR00b, NK05, NAD02, OG05b, Ou04a, PWZ04, Pan09b, Par05].

based [PSSA06, PP00, QXCM05, RJH05, Ra06, RM01, RM04a, RRSW00, RM06a, RM06b, RCL05, RSS04, bReWgH09, RCRD05, Ric00a, Ric09, RRU05, SM09a, Say05, SABS05, Sce00, SMD05, SDF00, SKM07, SG09a, SC05b, SS08, SW05, SPS08, SKR08, Sta00, SCFP00, ST00, Tra04d, TKA05, UCKM04, VTK02, VWW02, WHS01, Wan00, WZX06, WLF01, WLA05,
Baselines [SHD05]. Basic
[SV00, BHP+06, XYH04]. Basic.NET
[Che05c]. basis [DB05]. batch [KGS05].
batches [Ezi04]. BatchFlow [KGS05].

Bazaar [FFvdH01]. Be
[Win06a, Enc02, GHS+06]. Beans [EK01b].

Beck [WW05a]. before [GG04b]. beginning [Lar01].
behaviour [AMS05, Aug09, BRH04, SM09b, WT08].

Behavioral
[FLF01, EKGH01, LBR06, Ric00c].
behavioural [MO06, RC07, UC04].
behaviours [LM02]. benefits
[Dan01, Sut05b]. Bennatan [Sch06c].
Berlin [Ebe09]. Bernstein [BM06]. Best
[Fen06, Sch06e, Beo04, CNS05, Pan09a].

Beth [BM04a]. Better
[MW05, Boe05b, CCS00, Gil06]. between
[DA05, RDS05, SC05a]. beyond [Eme00].
Bezem [Law04a]. ‘Far [Ber06b].

Bibliography
[Kie01]. bidirectional
[BM09b, Boo00]. Bijay [Sch06d]. Bilsoly
[Gve09a]. Bill [Gla06]. binaries [CKG06].
biological [DS05]. Black
[Ano07c, Sau04c, SK00, Mei04]. Black-box
[SK00, Mei04]. Blachant [Law06]. block
[Mar01]. block-based [Mar01]. blues
[Win06d]. Bob [DT06]. body [JMV04].

Beohm [Beo05]. Book
[BM09a, Cho09, Ebe09, FV09a, FV09b,
Gve09a, Gve09b, Hei09a, Hei09b, Hen09a,
Hor01, Man00b, Sau05b, Sau09a, Sau09b,
Sch09a, Sch09b, ACM05a]. Boolean
[SCS06]. Boot [Ric00a]. Börger [Har04].
boundaries [vdH01]. bounded [SYC+04].

bounds [Bis02]. box
[Mei04, SK00, TDScllR08]. branch [FD00].
breakpoints [PC05b]. Brede [Tra06a].

Breeding [RRR04]. Brennan [BM07a].
brewing [CCS00]. Brian [Hei09a]. bridge
[RDS05]. brief [XQZ+05]. Broekman
[BM05d]. Brooks [Hee03]. Bruce [Bea04].
Buffer [ZLL04]. Bug
[Sau05b, Lar06, LYF+05]. Bugs [Pet00,
Hol02, HSP06, JV00, OWB04, SZP06].
Build [Fen06]. Building
[BK05a, Bre06, Che05b, DER04, Fra02a,
Tan01, Vie05, Ben00, CBBl+07, CLS02,
HDLC04, JMV04, PJ05, Pin00, Bea04].

Buildt [Aug09, Ler04, Sau06c]. Bumgardner
[Che05e]. Burt [Win06b]. Business
[FSN05, NKB05, Ano05b, KJML05, Law04c,
STG02, Sha02, Sta01, Väh05]. Buying
[Sha02].

C [Ano07e, BM04c, BM06, Che05e, Fra05,
Gla06, Hen09a, Law04c, Pen01, Sau04e,
Sau04a, Sau08, Sch06d, XDS04, Boy01b,
CCN+05, CYD00, FCSM05, Fra01, Fra02b,
HBW00, MB05, Say05, SMA05, Sau09a].
C# [FV09b]. C-Cube [CCN+05]. C3
[PM03]. Cairns [Cho09]. Calculus
[BBM07a, Bar05a, Oqu04a]. Calendar
[Ano07a, ACM05a, ACM05d, Tra05,
ACM04d, ACM05b, ACM06a, ACM04b,
ACM04a]. Call [ACM04d, RKG04]. Calls
[Ano07a]. Calvanese [Law04b]. Cambridge
[BM04b, BM08b, Ber06b, Che05e, Che05c,
Che05f, Che05g, Cho09, Fra05, Gla06,
Gve09b, Hei09a, Law04b, Law04a, Pet06,
Sch06f, Sch09a, Sch09b, Tra04e, WW04b].

Campbell [FV09b]. Can [CMB05, Chr08,
Dek05, Mar04, ZBPD01, Zir07]. Capability
[Bra00, Tra04d]. capable [Boo00]. Capture
[SCFP00, OK05, SvdV06].
Capture/Replay [SCFP00]. capturing
[CNS05]. car [BHLRM05]. Card [BLL+05].
care [Win05b]. Career [Ros04]. Carlo
[Sau04a]. Carol [BM07a]. Cascaded
[BX01]. Case
[BV00, Pan05, BK09, Boy02a, Die06b,
EAN01, FQ00, fra04a, FHK+01, GT07,
GGH05b, KS09b, KY09, LARSW00, MHB05,
NWVO05, Oqu04c, PAGDL05a, PJ05,
Raj06, RN00, SM09a, SSG05b, SW05]
Combining [Eng03, HO05, HBZ^+05, LQV01, WDKM05].

Comments [Ras00, SZPZ06].

Commerce [Eng03, HO05, HBZ^+05, LQV01, WDKM05].

Comments [Ras00, SZPZ06].

Commerce [Eng03, HO05, HBZ^+05, LQV01, WDKM05].

Comments [Ras00, SZPZ06].
Concerns [Rob05c, THO+01a, GGH05a, Ham05, JME05, PAGDLN05b, SG05, SPT05, WBGM05].

concolic [SMA05]. concurrency [KvB04, Mis00, YKB02]. Concurrent [Cla00c, Ols00, Att00, Ban07, Ban09, BBM07c, BS00, Car00, CLS00, Cle00, DL04, Gog00, NR00a, Sis00, Tai00], conditions [TvH00]. Conference [CLS02, KS01, KS02, ACM05d, TGF09, Tra05, GHP+09, LRBH01, PHP08, SFP07, ACM05b, ACM06a].

confidence [JS01, RM01]. Configurations [CSR06], conflict [CEM02, FFHL05]. Conformance [CO02, LM02]. Configurations [CSR06].

Conflict-based [SC05b, LLT05, RM01]. Connector-centric [RTD05]. Connectors [IT01]. Connotations [Sri01]. conquering [WW00]. conservative [Nau02]. consider [Tho01b]. consideration [Zir06]. considerations [GG04a, GKS07, LLL01]. consistency [EKHG01, TDA07]. consistent [RG06]. conspiracy [Ban09]. Constraint [CGB06, HCGGXY00, Van00a, BBW05, EK01a, EJT04, GJJL00, JV00, Pon00, Ves00b]. constraint-based [GJL00]. constraints [CRH01, CMV+08, Jay00, TK06, Van00b]. constructing [KP02d, UT05].

Construction [Bas08]. constructs [EAN01]. Container [COWL02]. Containment [GGH+07]. content [APS09, PK09]. contents [ACM04e]. Context [XAJ05, Die06a, JR02, KG01, LPH06, UCKM04, WM00, XC05, Fra04b]. Context-aware [JR02, XC05]. context-aware [SHB05]. contexts [KG05, LS06]. continuing [DOV+01].
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BGK+00, HR06, SAS09, XGY02, XOWM06].
network-centric [XGY02]. networked
[MN05]. networks [DeM00, KUST04b,
OOI+05]. Ric09. RM00b. Hei09a. Sch09a.
Neural [Hei09a]. ASKS04. ASCP05a,
ASCP05c, KUST04b]. news [ACM05c].
nex [DeM00]. nifty [VDM+06].
nightmares [Win08a]. Nils [Tra06a]. Non
[CR06a, Ros04a, SPS+08, BD03, Lon04,
XZRA05]. Non-directive [Ros04a].
non-functional [XZRA05]. non-key
[Lon04]. non-linear [BD03]. Non-null
[CR06a]. nondeterministic [NV+04].
nondimensional [DB05]. Norton [Sau09a].
notation [DG+01, KGS05]. notations
[LQ+01, NAD02]. Note [Ebe09].
Notenboom [BM05d]. Notes
[De00a, Doe00b, Doe01a, Doe01b, Doe01c,
Doe01d, Doe02a, Doe02b, Doe02c, Doe02d,
Doe03, Doe04a, Doe04b, Doe04c, Doe05a,
Doe05b, Doe05c, Doe05d, Doe05e, Doe05f,
Doe06b, Doe06d, Doe06e, Doe06f, Doe07a,
Doe07f, Doe07b, Doe07c, Doe07d, Doe07e,
Doe07f, Doe07b, Doe07c, Doe07d, Doe07e,
Doe07f, Doe07b, Doe07c, Doe07d, Doe07e,
Doe08a, Doe08b, Doe08c, Doe08d, Doe08e,
Doe08f, Doe09a, Doe09b, Doe09c, Doe09d,
Doe09e, Doe09f, Not00]. notices
[Tra03, Tra04b, Tra04a]. novel [BB+09].
novice [CSTM06]. NPIC [Hin00]. NSF
[Eva00, TS00]. Nu [DNR06]. Nucci
[Sch09a]. null [CR06a, HSP06]. numbers
[Sau04d, Win06b]. numeric [CRH01].
Numerical [Hen09a]. Nurtures [Sau06c].
NYI [Bur00].

Object [BME+08, Che05f, Che05g,
CSTM06, DG00, KUST04a, KUST04b,
Pen03b, WW00, BA05b, BQX02, BB08b,
BLS02, BRBY00, Cae00, CY00, Che00,
CG09, DNR06, EJT04, Ehr05, EKHG01, HCGGXFY00, HFH00, JRHD00, KE01, KM09, Lee09, MRR02, MM08b, MM09a, NMS09, Nam08, Off00, PSK09, PND01, PD06, Ric00a, Ros00, SYO09, Sai09, SA09, SS08, SP00, ST00, Tai00, VJT08, WML02, Wor02, YF00, TDA07, Che05c, Che05d.

Object-Oriented [DG00, KUST04a, BME +08, CSTM06, WW00, BQX02, Cac00, Che00, CG09, EKHG01, HFH00, MM09a, NMS09, Nam08, Off00, PND01, PD06, Ric00a, SS08, SP00, ST00, Tai00, VJT08, WML02, Wor02, YF00, Che05c]. Object-Z [TDA07].

Objectives [BQX02, Cac00, Che00, CG09, EKHG01, HFH00, MM09a, NMS09, Nam08, Off00, PND01, PD06, Ric00a, SS08, SP00, ST00, Tai00, VJT08, WML02, Wor02, YF00, Che05c].

Object-Oriented [DG00, KUST04a, BME +08, CSTM06, WW00, BQX02, Cac00, Che00, CG09, EKHG01, HFH00, MM09a, NMS09, Nam08, Off00, PND01, PD06, Ric00a, SS08, SP00, ST00, Tai00, VJT08, WML02, Wor02, YF00, Che05c]. Object-Z [TDA07]. objects [Ano01a, Ben00, Che06, CL06, LGO04, Pie00, ZXZ01]. observation [SCFP00]. observation-based [SCFP00]. Observations [SDD05, MM08b]. observer [Nau03]. observing [SM09b]. OCL [SAM05]. Off [CFM05, LCS +05, RM01, Tan02b].

Old [Pic05, BK01]. Oliveira [Sch09b]. OMEGA [CO00]. OMEN [SP00]. on-line [ABNR05, CO00]. On-Time [Ba05a]. one [GLB04, Van00b, NSA09].

one-step-ahead [GLB04]. one-way [Van00b]. Online [VCST05, GBS04]. online-reconfiguration [GBS04]. only [Cla00b, Di00a, Pin00, Wit00]. ontology [BMW01, GL06]. ontology-based [GL06].

OODPM [Dro09]. OOP [Mad01].

OOPSLA [SKK01b]. Open [DB02, FFvdH01, FFH05, FFH +05, KH05, RB05a, ACM05d, ZD05, Asu05, BB07a, Bas07, BG09, GGT05, GGH05b, JWL01, LG02, LKF02, MV05, Mas05, MT00b, Rob05a, ST05b, Sca05, SM00, SDD05, Sto02, WGS07, ZEO0, ZLL04, FFH +05].

open-source [GGT05]. open-system [BG09]. OpenEC [Sca05]. OpenEC/B [Sca05]. operating [CKFS01]. operational [Bea04, Bis02, CJRZ01, FD00, LvL02]. operations [MDC04]. Operative [DRL +05]. Opportunistic [SHRG05]. opportunities [KJML05, MV05, Sta01]. Optimal [NV +05, Din00, RMLMG05, SPS +08, TGS05]. optimization [ANGRB05, YF00, Zir06].

optimization-based [ANGRB05]. Optimizing [Suk01, WC00, Eziz04]. Options [BN05]. Oracle [ASKS04, Ano01a, Ric00b]. oracles [CJRZ01, Di00b, MP00]. ORBIT [RK00]. ORBIT/VIRTUE [RK00].

orchestration [KvB04]. order [DA05, Jac00, Min05, Oqu04a, WC00]. Ordering [BBM07c, Ban08].

organisational [BC05a]. organization [DeL05, KON05, PND01, ACM04c]. organization-based [DeL05]. organizations [BQX02, Sch05a, Sch05b]. organizing [SC05a]. orientation [BB08b, Mei00]. Oriented [CPK09, DG00, DHH +06, KUST04a, AX06, BV08, BB07a, Bas08, BG09, BLQ +06, BQX02, BM +08, BLS02, BCVZ06, Cac00, CS05, Che00, CG09, CSTM06, DS06, EKHG01, GB08, GKK08, HFH00, HS05, KUST04b, KM09, KS08c, KH01, KGS09, KGG09, KGK09, Lee09, MO04, MM08b, MM09a, NMS09, Nam08, Off00, Pano0, PND01, PD06, RR09, Ric00a, RB05b, Sai09, SA09, Shi04, SS08, SP00, SGS +05b, ST00, Tai00, VJT08, WZX06, WW00, WML02, Wor02, YF00, Che05c].

OSGi [TV08, WHW08]. Osiris [MR06]. OSS [Chao5, PGL +05, ACM05d]. OSSmole [CHC05]. other [STB05]. OTS [CC05].

OTS-aware [CC05]. Our [ARG00, KKB07, KKN07, Win05b]. output [Mii00, SK00]. outsourced [BKSM06]. outsourcing [Ke05]. overflows [ZL04].

overhead [KCS06]. Overview [SWC05].

P [Ano05e]. P-H [Ano05e]. P2P [PSK09]. packages [Bra00]. packaging [SBZ00].

page [BM05e, Shi04, ACM04e].
LW04, MT01, Pen03a, Ran01, RGS06, Tra04e, BM08c, Ber06c, Gve09a. Practice [Che05a, TGF09, Tra06a, DMS09, Joh05, LBH01, OCE +00, RHJ05, Ric05, RCJ +08, Swi00, dSRC +04]. practices [Boy01a, CNS05, Ell07, GGH05b, KJML05, LC05, Sau02, SR05, vdh01, Fen06, Bea04, Law04c].

Practitioners [Rac02]. pragmatic [Che05a, TGF09, Tra06a, DMS09, Joh05, LBH01, OCE +00, RJH05, Rie05, RCJ +08, Swi00, dSRC +04]. practices [Boy01a, CNS05, Ell07, GGH05b, KJML05, LC05, Sau02, SR05, vdh01, Fen06, Bea04, Law04c].

Preaching [Tra05]. precision [LPH02, Pet05, SA00]. precondition [Ban08, BBM07a, BL06]. predicates [BKM02, FJM05]. predict [SKM09]. predictability [SHRG05]. Predicting [SBS09b, US05, SABS05, SBS09a]. prediction [Boe05b, CSSW04, GG04b, KUST04b, KL05, MSJ05, Mac09, RRU05, WS05, XOWM06, CSSW01]. predictive [ARV05]. predictor [HRGB05]. preferences [Jay00]. Preliminary [LBR06]. Prentice [Man00b, Sau04d, Sau06a, Sch06d]. prepare [Sau04c]. presence [BBHK04]. presentation [CM05a]. presentations [JM00]. presenting [CM05b]. preserving [DNR06]. Press [Ano07b, Bea04, BM04b, BM04c, BM06, BM08b, Ber06b, Che05c, Che05c, Che05f, Che05g, Che05d, Ch09, Fra05, Gl06, Gve09b, Hei09a, Law04b, Law04a, Pet06, Sch06f, Sch09a, Sch09b, Tra04e, WW04b]. preventing [SA00]. preventive [SG07].

primer [Rac06, Che05f, Che05g]. primitives [LFW02]. Principal [Kei05]. Principles [Hud00, KP02c, KP02d, KP02a, KP02h, PK01, Swi00, WW05a, Seg05, SvdVD06, Ber06b]. prioritization [BC05b, SW05, SKR08]. Prioritizing [EMR00, ASK04, ST02]. priority [SPS +08]. privacy [SV00]. proactive [MM09b]. probabilistic [XN09]. Problem [CHR04, Amr05, BBM07a, Bas08, Doe07f, HLL02, HJ01, Mar04, Sri01]. problematic [DGP +01]. Problems [Sau06a, CM05a, Fra02a, JW01, ST05b].

procedures [ACM06a]. Process [AG01, Bas08, BM05a, Con00, Ebe09, Law05, PRRW04, US05, BBM07a, BBM07c, BB07a, BG09, BM04a, BCD00, BB08b, Boy00, Bro06, CCO00, Coo00, Far06, FD07, GT07, GB09, HmL05, KS08b, KPCD00, KH05, KSM06, Ler04, LSK +05, MHK05, MRE05, NWVO05, NKB05, PPLB07, P305, Ric09, STG02, ST05a, Sch05a, SNWV05, SBC001, SPS +08, Suk01, Tan02b, VGL05, Wil04, ZRWS05, T LG01, Ano07b, Che05a, Tra06a]. process-based [NKB05]. process-driven [SBC001]. Process-oriented [Bas08, BB07a, BG09]. Processes [CFM05, DF04, Boe05a, CO00, Law04c, Sau04c, SCT01]. processing [LN05, Luc00, MT01]. processor [WJS +01]. processors [TBM +07]. produce [Zir07]. produced [SGS05a]. Producing [PND01]. Product [GBLM02, GMAC09, KS02, NI01, RSHJ01, TTK04, Ano05b, BS06, BM04a, But01, Cat09, DL05, ELC06, FORG05, GA01, KJP05, KS01, KMM05, MK01, MT01, OG05b, PJ05, S05, SK01a, Väh05]. product-line [DL05]. Production [Man01, LSH +04, Man00b]. Productive [Ano07d]. Productivity [XN09, MBM09, Rom08, ACM05b]. products [Bal00]. profession [Win05c]. professional [Bag01, Sau06a]. professionalism [Sch06a, Tho01b]. professionals [Gri00]. Professor [Tom06]. profile [Bi02, Coo01b, Coo01a, DT06, DLP01, Omi01, Oqu06b, Tra04c]. profiles [CL05, Ham00]. profiling [AH03, EH04, KCS06, LPH02]. profit [RB05b]. profit-oriented [RB05b]. Program [PTV01, UK06, ASC02, BP05, CT05, DLP01, Eva00, Fel00, GL00, HKO +05, JME05, JAP05, Joh00a, KCS06, KM06b, Li02, LE04, MSA +04, MACE02, Mye06, NE02a, Not03, OK05, Ram00a, RRR05, Rob05b, Sch00b, SD01, SMCH06, TS00, VS08, Wan00, XQZ +05, ZG05].
Program-based [BP05]. Programmer [ACM05b, Ova04, Pen01, Sch06a]. Programmers [Gla06, CKZ05, SSM05]. Programming [Ana01b, Che05a, Che05c, Fra05, GP05, Mai00, Saud09a, XMP08, Aik04, Ana01a, Ber06d, Bur00, Chi05, Cla00c, Cla00d, Din00, DH00, FLY03, Fra01, Fra02b, GST05, Hu000, JR02, Kfo00, KH01, KM05a, Lar01, LZ05a, Lie00, MO04, Mis06, Ned00, Ols00, PH05, Ram00a, Rey00, Shi04, SSHP05, Sre01, Swi00, Van00a, WC00, vD01, LSBM09]. programs [Att00, BL06, Bjo05, Bas00, BS00, CF00, Car00, CJRZ01, Dil00a, Dil00b, DL04, GV02, HD07, KLS00, LPH06, NMS09, NRS00, Nau02, Petti00, Ful000, RKK04, RSB04, RM00a, VCST05, Wor02, XDS04, Zei02, dH05, Sau05b]. Progress [Wit00]. Project [BM08c, Ber06c, Joh00b, Sau05a, BM04b, Ber08, CdOBT05, ELC02, Gup00, Inv02, JLG00, OOO05, OCE00, SSHP05, Tra04e, VWW02]. Projected [FHNS02]. projection [LSH04]. projects [An001b, Asu05, Boy01a, Dan01, HRGB05, MKH05, MZ01, MM09a, OG05a, SDD05, Vog02b, XN09]. Prolog [Gup00]. proof [SKM09]. proof [Fas04]. propagation [AK09, HJS02, Raj00]. PROPANE [HJS02]. properties [CCO00, KM06d, MO06, NC00, SABS05, Ste00]. Property [FW06, BCD06]. property-based [BCD06]. proposal [FT05]. ProSim’04 [PRRW04]. protocol [RG06]. protocols [BRB00, HR06, WVO04]. prototype [Joho0a]. prototyping [Tao05]. provides [Zir06]. proving [CTZ02]. pruning [VJ05]. PSE [MSA04]. PSSM [XN09]. PTR [Man00b]. Public [Neu05a, RN00, Neu00a, Neu00b, Neu00c, Neu00d, Neu01a, Neu01b, Neu01c, Neu01d, Neu02a, Neu02b, Neu02c, Neu02d, Neu03, Neu04a, Neu04b, Neu04c, Neu05e, Neu05f, Neu05g, Neu05b, Neu05c, Neu05d, Neu06a, Neu06b, Neu06c, Neu06d, Neu06e, Neu06f, Neu07b, Neu07c, Neu07d, Neu07e, Neu07f, Neu07g, Neu07a, Neu08a, Neu08b, Neu08c, Neu08d, Neu08e, Neu08f, Neu09a, Neu09b, Neu09c, Neu09d, Neu09e, Neu09f, Rot04].

publication [Bag01]. Publications [BM04c, BM05a, BM05c, Sau04e]. published [BM09a, Cho09, FV09a, FV09b, Gve09a, Gve09b, Hei09a, Hei09b, Hen09a, Saud09a, Saud09b, Saud09a, Saud09b, Saud09b]. Publishers [Tra06a]. Publishing [Mar05b, Saud06b, Saud06c]. purity [FFQ04]. purpose [ARS05]. purpose-driven [ARS05]. Pursuing [DL01]. Putting [LARSW00].

QFD [LSK05]. QoS [DDMW05]. qualitative [ZM05]. Quality [Bre06, Che05b, LP05, Tra04c, BS06, Bha05e, Bha09, Boe05a, Doe07f, Gil05, GHP09, JR05b, KS08a, KS09a, KUST04b, KKB07, KGK09, MS05, NWVO05, NvdBA05, PHP08, PB05, RB05a, RSH01, Sai09, SPH07, SKG08, WS05, WSH05, Wil04, Win09b, ZTSR05, ZE00, ZHG05, BOR02, Saud06c]. Quantification [Hee03]. Quantitative [Bar05b, BM06, KGK09, Saud04a]. Quantum [Law01a]. quasi [BG09]. quasi-agents [BG09]. queries [NB09]. query [GDC02, HG05]. Querying [Die09]. question [Hee03]. questionnaire [Ko02a]. questions [Sch05a]. queuing [XWOM06]. Quotes [BA09a, BA09b].

R [Hei09b, Ben02]. radical [DA05]. Raging [GGT05]. RAIC [LR02]. raise [Ch08, NTS07]. raised [Hee03]. raising [SSZ05a]. range [WAK00]. ranking [KAYE04]. Rapid [RM00b, Tai05]. rated [VS08]. rates [Zei00]. ratio [WAK00].

Rational [Ben02, Sch06b]. rationale [AKL07, DBCP09, FBC06]. rationals [BA00]. ratios [Zir07]. Ravindranath [BM04c]. Ray [Ano07b]. RDBMS [KGS05].

Re [WLF01]. reactive [Aht00, Hud00, PAGDLN05b, PJ05, RKK04, Sto02].
reading [SKT05]. Real
[FFPT05, Leh00, Sau06a, Tra08, Abr01, CO02, Dil00b, Fas07, JR05a, KFS05b, KD00, LQV01, PP00, Ste00, TBM+07]. Real-Time
[Leh00, FFPT05, CO02, Dil00b, JR05a, KD00, LQV01, PP00, Ste00, TBM+07]. Real-World [Sau06a].
Realising [BK05b, KBBL05, BB07b]. Realizability [KS09a]. Realizations [BV00]. Realization [KS09a]. Realities [Ova05, Ros04b, Wol04]. Reasons [LvL04, CSSW04, DYC+05, KSWR06, RM04a]. REBSE [BB07b]. REBSE-2 [BB07b]. Rebuttal [Are07].
Recognition [Hei09a, Pet05]. recommendation [HWM05, WXL06]. Reconciliation [GKKW05]. Recomposition [THL03]. Reconciliation [GKKW05]. Refactoring-aware [DMNJ06]. refactoring-aware [DMNJ06]. Refactoring-aware [DMNJ06]. refactoring-aware [DMNJ06].}

redundancies [XE02]. redundancy [Tee09]. Reed [Gla06]. Reengineering [ASD03, DG00, LB05, DGN05, NDG05]. Refactoring [Bow05, Che02, DMNJ06, AX06, BX01, GW05b, HKKI05, JC09, MMV05, Mar01, MB05, RFG05, YR08]. Refactoring-aware [DMNJ06].

regression [ASK04, Bin00, BMSS09, EMR00, KUST04b, MDR05, Oqu04c]. related [Neu00a, Neu00b, Neu00c, Neu00d, Neu01a, Neu01b, Neu01c, Neu01d, Neu02a, Neu02b, Neu02c, Neu02d, Neu03, Neu04a, Neu04b, Neu04c, Neu05e, Neu05f, RR09, YWA05a, ZE00]. relating [SGS03]. Relational [Bas00, KJ05, Jac00]. relations [LM02]. relationship [SNEC06]. relationship-driven [SNEC06]. relationships [GP05, WXL06].

Relational [Bas00, KJ05, Jac00]. relations [LM02]. relationship [SNEC06]. relationship-driven [SNEC06]. relationships [GP05, WXL06]. Relativity [Pan09c, WT08]. released [EH04].

Relevancy [PWZ+04]. Relevant [And04, Ber02, Ene02, Fra06, FW06, Har02, Pec02, Ree02]. Reliability [Ano05a, Sau05d, Tra04c, Zei00, BS00, Bis02, FDD02, GSH+06, KM06a, RRU05, Tra00, ZD05]. Reliable [Sau05d, Kfo00, KSM06, SC05b, Wil04]. remain [Rom01]. Reminiscences [Win06e]. remote [JS01, KMC+06]. remotely [HKO+05]. remotely-collected [HKO+05]. repair [TGSP05]. repository [YEMT05].

Replay [SCFP00, OK05]. replication [BB07a, GFB05]. Report [Car09, CPK09, CRS+05, DHH+06, DHH05, GZES04, GHP+09, HM05, LSMB09, LRBH01, Mes01, PHP08, RRRW04, RRWB00, ACM05a, WW09, WJH+04, ACM04d, AG01, BB08a, BB09, BK05b, BB07b, Car07, CGL+04, CEHK07, DFMS09, DMS09, DK09, ELC+02, FFHL05, GCL+05a, GGR+06, GGH+07, GMAC09, HBW00, Inv02, Km02, KS01, Kos02, Lak05, MW01, SKK01b, WLK04, WLC09, vD01]. reported [HBZ+05]. repositories [ARV05, HG05, KCM05, MLRW05, PWZ+04, PK09, WH05, DHH05, HM05].

Repository [VGL05, ABF04, CHC05, Mas05, SSSH05, YFR00, YWA05b]. Representation [SMCH06, GL06, NMS09]. Representation-independent [SMCH06]. Representations [Mun00]. Representing [MK05]. ReQuEst [JR05b]. requirement [VTK02]. Requirements [BB02, BKW04, BJL+05, CPK09, Die07a, GZES04, GFF+08, JR05b, MK01, Mar05b, PP00, SAU06b, VPD05, Ano05b, Bas07, BC05a, CK01, CC05, Dan01, DL05, Die07b, Die09, DB05, DRBT02, Fra04a, Fra04b, GT07, GHP+09, God01, GB01, HB05b,
JeMD04a, KG01, KGS09, LMG01, LLMY05, 
LvL04, LJD05, MS05, Mei00, PHP08, 
PAGDLN05a, Raj06, RM06b, STG02, Sau02, 
SPH07, SW05, SKR08, SHD05, Vie05, 
WSH05, XZRA05, WW04a.

Requirements-based [MK01, PP00, Raj06, SW05].

Requirements-driven [JR05b, LLMY05].

Rescaling [Bis02].

Research [Ano05a, FD07, Jay00, PRSH07, 
RM09, TGF09, ABF04, And04, Ber02, 
BWKG05, BL04, EAS07, Enc02, ELC02, 
Eva00, GSX+04, HDLC04, Har02, HW05, 
KP02e, KP02d, KP02a, KP02b, KJML05, 
LCLP05, Lu04, Mar05a, OCE+00, Pec02, 
PK01, RJH05, RJC+08, SSM05, Seg05, 
SV00, Sre02, WLCP09, WLA05, Cho09].

Researchers [Sau04a].

reservation [Vog02a].

resolution [CEM02, XC05].

RESOLVE [HBW00]. RESOLVE/C [HBW00].

Resolving [Egy04, HA00].

Resource [Tra05, FR05, PSPS05, RDS05, 
Vog02a, Vog02b]. resource-aware [PSPS05].

Resources [Ano05a, Pan09a].

Response [Jay06, Abr01].

responses [And04]. restructuring [CF00]. result [Lon04].

results [Ano05a, Boe05a, HDS05].

Rethinking [Ben00].

retrieval [BMW01].

Retrofitting [MN05]. retrospective [AR00, KS08a, WLCP09].

return [Sau04d, BM05b].

Reusability [SGK09b, Gil06].

Reusable [GMS01, Jan01, PND01].

Reuse [Ano05a, EV05, ABN05, Dan01, DL05, 
GL06, LW04, Lon01, PWZ+04, Ram05, 
TTOH01, WM00, YFR00, ZBP01].

Reusing [LA06].

Reverse [BV00, AM03, Ali05, God01, RVR06, VJT08].

Review [Ano07b, Ano07c, Ano07d, Ano07e, Bea04, 
Bea05, BM04a, BM04b, BM04c, BM05a, 
BM05b, BM05c, BM05d, BM06, BM07a, 
BM07b, BM08b, BM08c, Ba05a, Ber06a, 
Ber06b, Ber06c, Bre06, Che05a, Che05b, 
Che05c, Che05f, Che05g, Che05d, 
Cho09, Els06a, Els06b, Fcn06, Fcn07, Fra04a, 
Fra04b, Fra05, Gla06, Gve09a, Gve09b, Har04, 
Hei09a, Hei09b, Hei09a, Hor01, Law04b, 
Law04a, Law06, Law04c, Law05, Man00b, 
Mar05b, Pen04, Pet06, Sau04c, Sau04e, 
Sau04a, Sau04d, Sau04b, Sau05b, Sau05c, 
Sau05d, Sau06a, Sau06b, Sau06c, Sau08, 
Sau09a, Sch06c, Sch06d, Sch06e, Sch06f, 
Sch09a, Sch09b, Tra04d, Tra04e, Tra04f, 
Tra06a, Tra06b, Tra08, WW04a, WW04b, 
WW05a, WW05b, WW06, BM09a, Bebe09, 
FV09a, FV09b, Lee09, PPL07, Sau09b].

reviewing [KON05].

Reviews [ACM05a, Hub02, KON05, RCJ+08].

revision [Bra01, LZ05b]. revisited [Bha05b, DRL+05, Gil05, GTU+07, JS00].

rewriting [Kle00, Law04a, Liu00].

Rex [Ano07c, Sau04c]. Reza [Ber06b]. Rice [Tra08].

Richard [Bea05, Gla06, Law05].

Rick [Els06a].

right [Fra02a]. rigorous [Ziu01].

Ripley [Hei09a]. rippling [RR09].

risk [CCHS09, CDOBT05, DPP05, FHK+01, 
Rie07c, Sau04d, SZZ05a, SKR08, VS08].

risk-based [DPP05].

Risks [Neu00a, Neu00b, Neu00c, Neu00d, Neu01a, 
Neu01b, Neu01c, Neu01d, Neu02a, Neu02b, 
Neu02c, Neu02d, Neu03, Neu04a, Neu04b, 
Neu04c, Neu05c, Neu05f, Neu05a, Neu05b, 
Neu05c, Neu05d, Neu06a, Neu06b, Neu06c, 
Neu06d, Neu06e, Neu06f, Neu07b, Neu07c, 
Neu07d, Neu07e, Neu07f, Neu07g, Neu07a, 
Neu08a, Neu08b, Neu08c, Neu08d, Neu08e, 
Neu08f, Neu09a, Neu09b, Neu09c, Neu09d, 
Neu09e, Neu09f, Sch05b].

Risky [DPP05].

RMI [EK01b, Sha01].

Robert [Ba05a, Har04, Law04c, Sau08].

robotics [BRC+05].

robust [RM00a].

Robustness [KM06d, FRMW04].

RODIN [ACM05c].

Roel [Law04a]. Roger [Gve09a, Omi01].

Role [KH06, HCGXFY00, HFF00, NC04, 
Pan09b, Sha01]. role-based [NC04, Pan09b]. roles [BZG05, dSRC+04].

Roller [Man00b, Win06f].

Rothman
Round [SKK01b]. Round-Trip [SKK01b]. Roundtable [Tra02]. routines [CD01]. Roy [Tra04f]. Royer [Ano07e].

RRM [RN00]. RSL [NH09]. RTCORBA [RM04b]. RTCORBA-based [RM04b].

Rubel [Bre06, Che05b]. ruby [Ana01b].

rule [Bre05, Wan05]. rules [LZ05a, STG02, WH05]. run [Hor00]. run-time [Hor00]. runtime [CR06b, GvdHT05, H05, KJP05, SS08, dH05]. runtimes [GK05b]. RUP [Sau05c, ZHG05].

RUP-Centric [Sau05c].

S [BM07b]. SAAGE [BM00b]. SABER [RSS+04]. SableSpMT [PV06]. safe [CO06, DL05, LW04, MPOCH05].

safeguarding [SCW05]. safety [Bha05c, Bha05d, CPDP01, DL04, MP09, MK05, NC00, NR00b, Rie07b, WK05, XDS04]. safety-critical [CPDP01, MP09, MK05].

safety-liveness [NC00]. Sakhinah [Hen09a]. SALADIN [Iw02]. Salleh [Hen09a]. Salzburg [Con00]. samples [KP02b]. sampling [Boe05b]. Sandy [BM04a]. SAS [Sau04a, Sau04b]. SASO [Sau04a]. satisfaction [BBW05, CGB06, JeMD04b, LvdL04]. say [ZBD01]. scalable [BG03, DADY04].

Scale [Fen07, GCL+05a, Sch09a, GCL+04, GCL+05b, GGR+06, GFB05, RB05].

Scaling [OSH04]. Scenario [SKK01b, AMS05, GKKW05, RRU05, UKM02, UCKM04]. Scenario-Based [SKK01b, RRU05, UCKM04].

scenario-centered [GKKW05]. Scenarios [ARS05, GKK05a, WGM06, KON05, KMM05, PAGDL05a, UKM01, UKM02, BE05].

SCESM [WGM06]. schedules [CZ02].

scheduling [MM00a]. schemes [KD00]. Schneider [Law04b]. Schulte [FV09b].

Schwarz [Sch06f]. Science [Car09, Ebe09, Fen07, Ano05b, Haz07, LRHB01]. sciences [Tem09]. Scientific [Sch09b]. Scientists [Sau09b]. Scilab [XMP08]. SCM [vdH01].

SCM-10 [vdH01]. Scott [Che05a, Che05f, Che05g]. SCQL [HG05].

SCTL [PAGDL05a]. SCTL-MUS [PAGDL05a]. SDG [DK09]. SDF [GZ05a].

SE [Car07, Car09, Fra06, Win05b, Win05].

SE-CSE [Car09]. SE-HPC [Car07].

SE2004 [Ano05a]. Seacord [Law04c, Sau08].

Search [STB08, ACM05d, BBG+09, H01, KDJ07, KDKJ08a, KDKJ08b, TAC+04].

searches [Sch06a]. Searching [BC02].

SEC [KDJ07, KDKJ08a, KDKJ08b]. Second [Hei09b, Law05, BKW04, Car09, CFM05, DM01, EL04, KS02, WLK04]. Secure [TTOH01, VW02, BDM05, Fra02a, Mye06, Sau08].

Securely [Bal00].

Security [MS05, BRV01, BP05, DSSJ05, DDMW05, Fra02a, GW05a, H06, KTB05, NR00b, RM09, RTDR05, Sce00, Sch09c, TWQ09, Vie05, WKP05, WO04, NKB05].

SEEd [AH09a, AH09b, AH09c, Hen03, Hen04a, Hen04b, Hen04c, Hen05a, Hen05b, Hen05c, Hen05d, Hen06a, Hen06b, Hen06c, Hen06d, Hen07a, Hen07b, Hen07c, Hen08d, Hen09b, Hen09c, Hen09b, Hen08c]. Seeing [Ano00b].

SEEWeb [OYH04]. SEI [HFA+01].

SEI-CSE [HFA+01]. Seidman [Sau06a].

Selected [Law01b]. selecting [CP05].

selection [BV08, BMSS09, CMPB05, DYC+05, MRE05, MT01].

Selective [AH03, OK05].

Self [Sau06a, AKF06, GvHT05, GK05b, GZ05b, HBZ+05, KJP05, MM09b, QCMW05, SC05b, TGSP05, Wan05]. self-adaptive [GvHT05, Wan05]. self-healing [GK05b, GZ05b, QCMW05, SC05b]. self-managed [AKF06, KJP05]. self-repair [TGSP05]. self-reported [HBZ+05].

Self-Study [Sau06a]. SELMAS [GCL+05a].

SELF2005 [GCL+05b]. Semantic [MT00b, Mis00, Fas05, PWZ+04].

semantics [GSV05, LvdBC00, NAD02, ZC05]. Semi
Semi-automatic [CTZ02, Mar07].
Semi-proving [CTZ02]. SEMINAL [HJG01], sense [FFvdH01]. sensitive
[DADY04, HYD06, XA05]. Sensitivity [ASCP05c, RRU05, LPH06, MR02]. sensor
[HR06]. separate [PD06]. Separating [JME05]. Separation
[Ham05, SG05, THO*01a, WBGM05]. sequence
[AMN*06, RVR06, SC02, UKM01]. sequences [RMLMG05]. sequential
[Ram00b]. SERPS'08 [TGF09]. server
[GM05, MM08a, MM09c]. servers [Tan01].
Service [DHH*06, BRV01, Jan01, KvB04, Lev09, LdsJR07, SMK09, WHW08].
services [CCN*05, DPT05, FRMW04, GJLL00, GZ05b, HZ04, Kir01, KB05, LGA05, Mnn00, OX04]. Session
[Neu07a, OCE*00, ZBPD01]. sessions [SSG*05a]. set [Lon04]. sets
[Jay00, MSJ05]. set [Lon04]. sets
[Jay00, MSJ05]. setting [GGH05b]. Seventh [BOR02]. Shaharuddin [Hen09a]. shape
[Ras00, Tra02]. shaping [SMC05a]. shared [FR05, SG03]. Sharing
[LA06, Far06]. Shelf
[CFM05, LCS*05, RM01, Tan02b]. should
[GHS*06, HD07, HP00]. Shrum [BM04a].
shuttle [PAGDL05a]. Siddhartha
[Ric00b]. side [JS01, MRR02]. side-effect
[MRR02]. Sigma [BM05c, VGL05]. signalling [MVT*02]. signature [KWB05].
similarity [BJ05]. Simple [MPCH05].
Simplifying [HZ00]. Simulation
[PRRW04, Sau09b, DBK01, GWH05, GM05, HYD06, KWD05, Hei09b].
Simulation-Based [Hei09b]. simulations
[BGK*00]. single [KON05]. Sistowicz
[An07b]. site [WSBM00]. situation
[FSN05]. Sivo [Sau04a]. Six
[RB05c, VGL05, BM05c]. size
[GG04b, KL05, WAK00]. skill [BS06].
SLEDE [HR06]. Slicing
[LMO8, NR00a, RKK04, SM09a, Li02, Mar01, MACE02, UK06, XQZ*05].
Slicing-based [SM09a]. Small
[Sau05c, Sut05a]. Smalltalk [And00]. smart
[Ben00, BJL*05, RSS*04]. SMIT [MV01].
snapshot [SHP05]. SOA [TWQ09].
SoBelt [Ric00c]. SOBER [LYT*05]. Social
[JMT05, KG05, LC05, OOOiM05, SR05]. Society
[BM06, BM08c, Ber06c, Fen07, Sau06a]. soft
[LCLP05]. Software
[BKW04, AG01, An05a, An07d, AH09a, AH09b, AH09c, Aug09, BZ09, BTA06, BB08a, BB09, BM03, BM05c, BM06, BM08c, BOR02, Ben02, Ber06c, BÁ09a, Bh05b, Bh05c, BM00b, Bro06, BDM05, BB07b, Car07, Car09, CGL*04, Con00, Co000, CSSW01, CSSW04, CRS*05, DeM00, DHH*06, DHH05, Die06a, DADY04, DMS09, Ell07, Els06a, ELC06, FV09a, FFvdH01, FFHL05, FFH*05, Fen06, Fen07, GCL*05b, GGB04b, Gre00, GW04, Gve09b, HHM05, Hen03, Hen04a, Hen04b, Hen04c, Hen05a, Hen05b, Hen05c, Hen05d, Hen06a, Hen06b, Hen06c, Hen06d, Hen07a, Hen07b, Hen07c, Hen08b, Hen08c, Hen08d, Hen09b, Hen09c, JW01, Jay06, JMT05, KS02, KH06, KKS01, KWD05, KM08, Le00, LSBM09, Lon01, Ma09, Mar05a, MEF01, MZ01, MW01, MB09, MBMN09].
Software
[NPSS01, Off00, PRRW04, PSS04, PSS05, PSSS07, RJH05, RB05a, Ram05, RPSS06, Rob05c, RP10, RW00, STG02, Sau05d, Sau06a, Sau06b, Sau06c, Sch09b, Sch09d, SHP05, Sti00, SYC*04, THO*01a, TBM*07, Tem09, TFG09, Tra04c, US05, WS05, WLK04, WWB09, Win05d, Win07d, ZTSR05, ZHG05, vdH01, AB05, AB05a, AB05b, AFB04, Ali06, A05, An00c, An01b, An01c, An05a, ARV05, AE05b, AKF06, Asu05, BV08, BB01, Bag09, Bag01, BMK*05, BMMG05, Bar05a, BRC*05, BBW05, BS06, BPH*06, BZG05, BK01, Ber05, BÁ09b, Ber04, BWKG05, Bh05d, BSM04, BKSM06, Bh05c, BS01, BM00a, BKKS05, BJL*05, BOH03, BRH04, Boy01a, ...]
Boy02a, BMW01, Bra00, BL04, BK05b, Bul00, CCHS09, CCK04, CK01, Cat09, CGB06, CS09, CMPB05, CNS05, CRH01, CCS00, CCWS02. software [CO00, Cla00a, Cla00b, CR06b, CMV08, CdOBT05, DPP05, EVC01, ELC+02, EV05, FV09b, Fen09, FLMW09, FBR05, FK01, FW06, Fra02a, Fra04a, FHK+01, FNS02, FG04, GH06, G105, G106, GL06, GHP+09, Gog00, GMS01, GL00, Gri00, GKS07, GW05a, GvdHT05, GGT05, GCS05, Gil05, Gil06, GLO6, GHP+09, Gog00, GMS01, GL00, GKS07, GZ200, Ham02, HLL02, HDLC04, HJ01, HDS05, Haz07, HD07, HW00, Hei00, Hen08a, HRGB05, HJS02, HB00a, Hua07, Hub01, Hub02, JB05, JeMD04b, JeMD04a, Jiu07, JAPM05, Jii06, KS08a, KUST04b, KS08b, KS09b, Ke05, KS08c, KD07, KDKJ08a, KDKJ08b, KFS05a, KFS05b, KBBL05, KS01, Kni05, KPCD00, KPDdL00, KJML05, KH05, KK06, KM05b, KGK09, KM06a, KSM06, KM06c, Lan06, Lar06]. software [LKS00, Law04c, LG02, Lea00, LvL02, LW04, LSH+04, LS05a, LZW05, LLT05, LSK+05, LZ05b, LRBH01, LJ05d, MSR02, MKH05, Man00a, MV05, Mar07, MO06, MP09, Me00, MZ01, MPCH05, MV01, MM08a, MM08b, MM09c, MM09a, MK06, MK07, MBPR01, MDR05, Mnr00, NVWO05, Nam08, NR00b, NI01, NvdBA05, OG05a, OG05b, Oq04a, Oq04c, Oq06b, Oq06a, OLHL02, OSH04, OCE+00, OW02, Ova05, PHP08, PC05a, Pan09a, Pan09b, Pan09c, PP09, PC05b, PPLB07, Pen04, PB05, PV06, PRSH07, PH07, QXCMW05, Rac06, Raj00, RRWB00, RM01, RM04a, Ran01, Rec07a, Rec07b, RS07, Re00, RM09, Re05a, Re05b, RTDR05, Ric00d, Ric05, Ric06, Ric07, Ric07b, Rob05a, Rom07, Ros04a, Rot00, SM05a, Sai09, SG05, San09, SPH07, SA09, Sca05, SSM05, SG05a, Seg05, SKM07]. software [SKG08, SGK09a, SGK09b, SR05, She05, SBZ00, SCT01, SG07, SS08, SBS09a, SBS09b, SSK+01a, Sm00, SP00, Spr05, Sre01, SPS+08, SRT05, SDD05, Sux01, SGCH01, SM09b, Tai00, Tan02a, Tan02b, Th01b, Tia00, TvdH00, TS00, Tra04f, Vah05, Var00, VS08, WM00, WH01, Wan05, WGS07, WDKM05, WW00, WKP05, WBH+05, WBG05, WBBO0, WH05, Win06b, Win07c, Win08a, Wit00, Wol04, WK05, XN09, XXY06, YXY09, YXP09, YML07, Z05, Z06, dSRC+04, DK09, GCL+05a, GGR+06, GLM+05, BM05d, BM05d, Sch06d, Tra08, BM04b, Tra04e, An07e, BM04c, BM07a, BM09a, Ba05a, Do00a, Do00b, Do01a, Do01b, Do01c, Do01d, Do02a, Do02b, Do02c, Do02d, Do03, Do04a, Do04b, Do04c, Do05a, Do05b, Do05c, Do05d, Do05e]. Software [Do05f, Do06b, Do06c, Do06d, Do06e, Do06f, Do07a, Do07b, Do07c, Do07d, Do08a, Do08b, Do08c, Do08d, Do08e, Do08f, Do09a, Do09b, Do09c, Do09d, Do09e, Do09f, Hor01, Not00, Sau04e, Sau04d, Sau05c, Sau05d]. software-intensive [CO00, GW05a]. solid [JMV04]. solution [GGH05a]. solutions [Tra04d]. solve [EKO1a, JV00]. solving [Do07f, EJTY04, S01]. Some [Fan05, Lu04, MM08b, MM09a, SR05, Tra04c, Fan07, God01, ST05a]. Sons [BM09a, Che05a, Law06, Tra04d]. soon [ZBPD01]. sort [STB08]. Sorting [Lon04]. SOSE06 [DHH+06]. Source [FFvdH01, FFHL05, FHH+05, RB05a, ACM05d, YWA05b, Am05, DB02, GGT05, GGH05b, HG05, KMC05, KH05, LLL01, LG02, MV05, Mas05, MR06, NFW05, Rob05a, Sca05, SDD05, WGS07, ZE00, ZRWS05, ZD05, ZL04]. sources [RGB05]. space [DL01, LLT05, Ova05]. Spaces [FFH+05, SC05a, YCP04]. Spafford [Coo01a]. spatial [Ban08, CG09]. special
specifications [XJ05].
specific [BLQ+06, CEH03, CKFS01, Dev00, PND01, RM06a, WH05, Zir07].
Specialization [Car00, Cle00, Mar05b, PSSA06, RSW00, TK06, YKB00, BA05b, Bra01, BCVZ06, CL06, CLS00, DYC+05, Ehr05, GR06, HCQGXFY00, HR06, KSWR06, Lak05, LBR06, OACL05, PP01, PAGDLN05b, Ric00a, RC07, SKK+01a].
Specification-based [Car00, KSWR06, Ric00a].
specifications [Amm00, Che00, CJRZ01, LvL02, NE02a, UKM01, WY04, dFAM06].
specified [Bla00].
Specifying [ZC05, EKHG01, MO06, Oqu04a].
speculative [PV06].
Spinal [HFA+01].
Specware [McD00].
Spiral [MVT+02].
Springer [HWM05].
Springer-Verlag [Har04].
Spurious [SA00].
SQL-injection [HO05].
SQUARE [MS05].
SRE [MVT+02].
Static [NC04, RKG04, RVR06, CEH03, Eng03, HO05, HS06, KL05, Lar06, LARSW00, LPH02, MSA+04, NE02b, Pet05, PD06, VJ05, ZLL04].
statistical [KP05, LYF+05, SSG05b].
status [Bha05c, TV00].
STCIM [WZX06].
steering [LE04].
step-by-step [Boy00].
Stephen [Sau04a, Sau06a].
steps [FBC06].
stepwise [Oqu04b].
stereotypes [SKT05].
Stewart [Sch09b].
STG [CJRZ01].
storage [CF00].
Story [GZ05a, NGD05].
Strategies [Ben02, Bag09, BL04, EH04, NVS+04, NPSS01, RM04a, STG02, Whi00].
strategy [BHLRM05, SP00].
Strathcona [HWM05].
STRAW01 [CK01].
STRAW03 [BKW04].
strawman [WLA05].
streams [Che06].
strength [Fra02b].
String [CKG06].
stringent [CMV+08].
structural [GV02, Hee03, KM05b, MO06, Ric00c].
structure [Bow05, CCK04, CM05b, KS09c, Man00a, SC05].
structured [Boy00].
structures [Mad01].
Structuring [Die07b, BMR+05, ELC06].
student [Chr08, Fra06, MLRW05, PCP05].
Studies [Bl04, Par05, Sau04a, Sil09, WC00].
Study [Sau06a, CS09, CD01, CSTM06, DS06, EAN01, HE04, FD00, FHH+01, GG05b, JeMD04a, KSN05, KLS00, LARSW00, Mis06, NWVO05, Oqu04c, PAGDLN05a, SC05a, Ter04, WLA05, YEM05, YR08, ZLL05].
study-based [WLA05].
style [MT01, PM03, Che05e, Sch09b].
styles [GWH05].
subdomains [Ham00].
subjectivity [CSTM06].
subset [CMB05].
Substantial [Ebe09].
subtypes [EJTY04].
subtyping [FL01].
successful [Boy01a, DOV+01, Pin00, RCJ+08].
SUDS [Lar06].
Suley [Sch09b].
sufficient [Pin00].
suggestions [Rob05b].
Suitability [LKS00].
Suite [Bat00, Rug00, Bha05e, LGO04, TG06].
suites [VTK02].
summaries [TS00, ACM05b].
Summarizing [SS05].
Summary [Con00, DM01, SKK01b, BOR02, BE05, CHR04, EL+02, EL04, G05a, Inv02, JMT05, KB05, PA05, PSS04].
Superhack [Win07c].
Support [BM08c, Ber06c, TLG01, ANGR05, Ale02, Bha05e, BK05a, Bow01, BLS02, BRBY00,
Technical [Aik04, SR05, Tra02].

Techniques [ASK04, Li02, MB09].

Techniques [EAN01, GGH+07, BL04, But01, CGB06, CLS00, DER04, Fra02b, HKO+05, Hie04, JW01, JMV04, KMC+06, Man01, MSC04, Par05, SCS06, SKT05, SWC05, WS05, Man00b]. Technologies [MEF01, BMW01, DH00, EK01b, Law04c, SBZO0, Sta01, You00].

Technology [Sha02, Ano05b, BG03, Cla00b, EAS07, Eva00, Fas08, Kai00a, Kai00b, Lu04, Sch00a, Van00b, WLA05, Win09c, AG01].

technology-dependent [WLA05].
telematics [BHLRM05].

Template [Dro09].
templates [Say05, XOWM06].
temporal [Ezi04, GDC02, LKMU05].
tension [DB02].
tentative [Vah05].
Term [Liu00, Vahi05, Law04a].
terminological [Wen01].
test-case [BK09].
test-driven [JC09].

Testability [WAK00, BBHK04, KM09, MM09c].
tested [Sau06c].
tester [Enc02].
testers [Pin00].

Testing [Ano07c, Ano07e, BOP00, Car00, CJ04, CSR06, DFW04, FRMW04, Ham00, Job00a, PT01, Rot00, Sai00, Sau06c, Tan02b, XXJ05, ZLL04, ASK04, ARS05, Ammu00, And04, An00c, AMS05, Bag09, BBHK04, Ber04, BH05, Bin00, BS01, BGP06, BKM02, Boy00, BCD06, BP05, BL04, CL05, Car00, CDF+00, CTZ02, CKZ05, DJP05, Di00b, DER04, EMR00, EH04, FV00b, FD00, FW06, FHNS02, GZ05a, GT07, GL04, GJJL00, Ham06, HNO4, HIM00, JMV04, KP05, KB05, KKN07, Lak05, LM02, LN05, LOGO04, LJD05, Man00, Mei04, MSP01, MVT+02, MSC04, MDR05, NVS+04, NWVO05, Off00, OG05b, OSH04, Ric00a, RMLH06, SE04, Sau04c, Say05, SMA05, SCS06, SP00, SSH05, Sre02, SPS+08, SCFP00, SOT04, SYC+04, Tai00, TE04, TTK04, TH02, Ton04, TDSR08, Var00, VCST05, Wit00].

Testing [FV09a, BM05d].
tests [SMD+05, ST02, TS05b, TS05a, Els06a].
TestTalk [Ric00d].

Text [Gve09a, HDS05].
textual [KK06].

Thailand [PB05].

their [EH04, KB05, WGS07, XXJ05, YWA05b].
theoretical [WC00].

Theories [Cla00d, LCS+05].
Theory [Che06, Sch07, CS05, Fas05, JB05, Kei05, Kfo00, KPC00, Mai00, Mao09, MK06, MK07, Sch06b, Sur05a, XL04].

theory-based [ZLX04].

things [Ras00].

Thinking [Che05d].
Third [JW01, BME+08, DPT05, Car07, PA05].
third-party [DPT05].

Thomas [Ano07e].

Thoughts [tra04e].

thread [CZ02, San09, SM00].

threads [SG03].

three [dDLS02].

thwarts [dSRC+04].

Time [Ba05a, Leh00, Tra05, Abr01, ARV05, CO02, Di00b, FFPT05, Hor00, JR05a, KFS05b, KD00, LQV01, LKMU05, PP00, PD06, RM05, Ste00, TBM+07, TGPS05].
timescale [Mas05].
timing [Ste00].
tips [Pan09a].
title [ACM04e].

TML [FBHZ08].

TOC [An05a, An05b, An07a, ACM05d, Tra04e, Tra05, ACM05c, ACM05b, ACM06a, ACM06b].

Tockey [BM05b].

Today [Sau06a].
tolerance [Rom07, SN05].
tolerances [Rie07a].
tolerant [GFB05].

Tom [Ber06a, Pen04].
tomahawk [STB08].

Tomayko [Tom06].
tomography [BO03].
tool [Enc02, ZBP01].
tookit [Pen04].

Tool [ANGRB05, Bat00, BV08, Ban08, Bow01, BRBY00, CNPD06, CJRZ01, FLY03, GST05, HKK05, HWM05, IMP05, JS00, LMG01, Ra00, Ric00c, RN00, SSO8, SCFP00, VDM+06].

tool-assisted [JS00].
ToolBus [GSX+04]. Tools [GK05a, WGM06, AR00, BRC+05, GCS05, GHG05b, HN04, HBR05, KKB07, Mun00, PGL+05, Pin00, RKK04, Spr05, WKP05, ZLL04, BE05]. toolset [Bul00]. Tore [Tra06a]. Torgeir [Tra06a]. TOSEM [Not08a, Not07a, Not07b, Not07c, Not08b]. trace [BDE+03, Egy04]. traceability [BJL+05, Hen08a, VPDJ05]. traces [Bow05, PC05b]. tracing [SHD05]. Tracking [MV01]. tradeoffs [MK05]. traffic [MDC04]. train [MSJ05]. training [ASCP05a, Bag01]. transfer [CD01, MVT+02]. transformation [BBHK04, BM09b, GL00, JAPM05, Mye06, bReWG+09, WBG05, XDS04]. transformations [SD01, Wan00]. transforming [KS09a]. transition [AKF06, Shi04]. Transparent [SMC05a, FFPT05]. transportation [ZMC06]. traumatica [Win07d]. treatment [RTDR05]. tree [NFH05]. Trees [WW06]. Trend [Rec07a]. trends [AKL+07, Rec07a, ST05b]. Trevor [Che05e]. triangle [WAK00]. Trygver [BAM00]. Trygve [BAM00]. Triggered [SC02]. Trip [SKK01b]. Triveni [JLG00]. trust [BMM05, Cap04, DPP05, WX06]. trustworthiness [LGA05]. Trustworthy [BHP+06, Ber05, Jay06, Sch06d, BM06]. TSP [BM07b]. tuning [HSP06, Ste00]. Turner [Bea05, Law05]. turning [PK01]. tutorial [WH05]. Tutorials [ACM04a]. Two [Seg05, BBM07b, BBM07c, Ten09, WBG05]. two-dimensional [WBG05]. two-process [BBM07b, BBM07c]. TXL [DL04]. TXM [CBB+07]. Type [Ko00, BLQ+06, EJT04, Hor00, SGS05a]. Typed [Sha00, Ouo04a]. types [BCD00, BLQ+06, MMvd05]. typestates [BA05b]. typing [TWQ09].
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